Special LITE Guest Star Megan Holt  
AmeriCorps VISTA for the College of Charleston Center for Civic Engagement  
PRESENTS:

Give Twitter a Try!  
Or twy to give twitter a twy.  
What is twitter?  
What is twittering?  
What is twitting good for?  
Are twitterers twits or are twits what twitterers tweet?  

If you have no clue, then this session is for U!

Thursday, February 25  
Addlestone 120  
3 – 4:30pm

REGISTER TODAY for Thursday’s session at 3pm!  
Want to know what's next? Visit our Spring 2010 Schedule!  
blogs.cofc.edu/LITE

Still haven’t given Twitter a try? Now is the time! This hands-on  
workshop will make you a Twitter pro in less than an hour. This free, easy-to-use  
social networking service is a great tool to help energize and engage students.

“A bit about Megan for your files:  
Upon completion of her Masters in Mass Communications at the University of South Carolina, Megan has committed one year of her life to volunteer service through the AmeriCorps VISTA program at the College of Charleston. Here she uses her communication and event planning skills to rally college students to step off their college campus and make an impact in the Charleston community. Megan attended Baylor University as a Founders’ Baylor Scholar where she worked as an assistant for Baylor Athletic Media Relations and spent time as the Director of Press and Public Relations for the Waco Wranglers and as an intern at the Dwyer Group and received her BA in Journalism and Corporate Communications.

Sponsored by:  
College of Charleston Libraries  
Friends of the Library  
Center for Student Learning  
Language Resource Center

“Congratulations! It was not boring; there was no lingo language.”

“Keep scheduling the classes.”